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Job Description and Person Specification

* Lived Experience Practitioner

Signed
/ Agreed:

Language and definitions used in this
role description
For the purposes of this framework, lived experience roles are defined as people
employed specifically to:
▪ use their personal understanding of life-changing mental health challenges,
service use and periods of healing/ personal recovery, to assist others
▪

use their life-changing experience of supporting someone through mental health
challenges, service use and periods of healing/personal recovery, to assist
others.

▪

use their personal understanding of life-changing mental health and well-being
challenges, service use and periods of healing/ personal recovery, to add value
to other roles they are designated to carry out (eg. Manager, Board member…)

As indicated above, many people working in roles that are not “lived experience”
designated may still identify privately or publicly as having a lived experience, and they
may not be employed specifically to work from that perspective. However we recognise
and value the potential and actual contribution of their lived experience may make to
their effectiveness in their designated role. We would continue to regard them as a
part of the “lived experience workforce.
While the term “lived” experience is predominantly used within this document, many
people describe having a “living” experience i.e. ongoing challenges. The term “lived”
here is intended to signify both, and is not meant to imply experiences are not ongoing.
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Language and definitions used in this
role description
The provision of community-based support services in response to poor mental health
and/or wellbeing, has to be a way of thinking about positive change and inviting
transformative relationships.
Practitioners learn to use relationships to see things from new perspectives, develop
greater awareness of personal and relational patterns of behaving and engaging, and
support and challenge each other in trying new things.
Community-based support services are unique, and differ from traditional human
services because:
•

Relationships formed are viewed as partnerships that invite and inspire both parties to
learn and grow, rather than as one person just needing to help” another.

•

Community-based support services doesn’t start with the assumption of a problem. Each
party pays attention to how we have learned to make sense of our experiences, then uses
the relationship to create new ways of seeing, thinking, and doing.

•

Community-based support services promote a trauma-informed way of relating. Instead of
asking “What’s wrong…?” we learn to ask “What [has] happened…?”

•

Community-based support services promote consideration of our lives in the context of
mutually accountable relationships and communities — looking beyond the mere notion of
individual responsibility for difficulty and/or change.

•

Community-based support services encourage us to increasingly live and move towards
what we want, instead of focusing on what we need to stop or avoid doing.
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Why have we developed this approach
to valuing lived experience?
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Benefits for people using
services
Encourage a sense of belonging / community / the
“ordinary” (noa)

Benefits for
everyone

Mutuality

Overt appreciation and valuing of
good mental health practices

Increased empathy
More equitable relationships
Greater sense of trust, being heard; understood
Engagement and connection
Advocacy
Lived / living example of hope and recovery

Hope and optimism
Greater wellbeing and inclusion
Celebrating the “ordinariness” of
the experience of struggle, poor
mental health and/or wellbeing
Greater array of options to offer
people who use service; greater
potential for staff development;
greater relevance of services
offered.

Benefits for WALSH Trust,
colleagues and co-workers
Normalise the reality and commonality of lived
experiences
Contributes to more person-directed responses
to poor mental health / wellbeing
Contributes to an environment where sharing of
people’s own lived experience is easier /
welcomed
Promotes connections between people - staff
and those accessing services; being professional
and being human
Contributes and encourages a more positive and
inclusive work culture – a great place to work.

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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Purpose
The role of the Wellbeing Facilitator - Lived Experience Practitioner is to effectively engage
with individuals and their family / whānau whose lives have been impacted by the experience
of trauma, distress and/or life-changing mental health challenges,
and / or those whose lives have been significantly disadvantaged in their efforts to meet goals
and aspirations through their having unmet support needs.

Our Values:
In order to deliver services that are strengths based and recovery focused, WALSH Trust
adopted values that shape organisational culture, service development, delivery and
evaluation. These are:
• Courtesy
• Respect
• Integrity
• Kindness
The above (and the content of this job description) are a direct outcome of the WALSH Trust
(1.45) Organisational Philosophy.

An Outcome Focus:
WALSH Trust expects that each staff member will be accountable for their actions, transparent
in their process, and to demonstrate that they are delivering good value for money. To
achieve this we will apply a results-based accountability model of evaluation, considering:
1. How much did we do?
2. How well did we do it?
3. What impact did we achieve?

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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Teamwork
Service provision and activities at
WALSH Trust are grounded in a
team-based approach, that priorities'
the elements illustrated on the right.
This approach recognises that a
collective resource by far exceeds
the sum of individual contributions.
Most, other than the uniquely
exceptional (or commonly
conceited), will be able to recognise
their relative strengths, while
acknowledging similarly relative
learning edges.
Courageous and honest self
reflection and insight is essential to
enable a successful team player.
Regularly seeking feedback from
fellow team members is an
opportunity to share and tap into
rich expertise, experience and
unique perspectives. Again this
requires courage.
In order to make teamwork work
WALSH Trust expects there to be a
lack of ego, or personal ambition
dominating approaches to work, and
a healthy willingness to subjugate
individual needs to a common good.

Focus upon

Results
…“things happen”

Accountability
Is shared; no “I” in “team”

Commitment
to the team is primary and paramount
Welcomes

Conflict
as a creative component of work; responds with integrity,
maturity and honesty
Based upon mutual support and

Trust

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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Wellbeing Facilitator
Responsible to:

Functional relationships
with:

Responsible for:
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(Lived Experience Practitioner)

Integrated Practice Team Manager

• Team members and other staff providing a range of
integrated support services that respond to the needs of
people experiencing trauma, distress and/or lifechanging mental health challenges
• People experiencing trauma, distress and/or lifechanging mental health challenges who have chosen to
utilise services offered by WALSH Trust
• Staff of Waitemata and Auckland DHB clinical services,
community agencies (eg. Oranga Tamariki, Work and
Income, budgeting services…), facilities and services
Effectively engaging with individuals and their family /
whānau who are impacted by the experience of trauma,
distress and/or life-changing mental health challenges,
and / or have been significantly disadvantaged in their
meeting their goals and aspirations through their having
unmet support needs.
Through understanding their needs, goals and aspirations,
you will collaboratively develop a time-limited, goal /
achievement specific support plan that is designed to
assist people to meet those identified needs and priorities.

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz

Key Achievement Areas and
Responsibilities

Signed
/ Agreed:
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provision of person-centred and led, intentional and
responsive, community-based support services
– To actively participate in and contribute to the work of a team of integrated, community
support practitioners / services (Integrated Practice Team)
– To intentionally co-design / develop and implement plans and consequent actions that
respond to people’s diverse recovery needs, goals and aspirations – that are relevant,
regularly reviewed and that will guide the provision of support services and/or activities.
– To effectively engage with people who use services in supporting their recovery through
poor mental health and wellbeing/ enhanced quality of life and enjoyment, in respect
to:
•
•

•
•

Taha whānau – eg. acquiring and maintaining a safe and healthy home / place of belonging, enabling healthy
lives to shape healthy communities.
Taha wairua – eg. acquiring and maintaining connections with family/whānau, intimate others; supporting
meaning, love and purpose.
Taha tināna - eg. acquiring and maintaining good physical / personal health – avoiding behaviours / activities
that undermine these.
Taha hinengaro - eg. acquiring and maintaining good mental / emotional health - including meaningful roles and
sense of “place” in the larger community

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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Key Achievement Areas and
Responsibilities
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participation in / contribution to, the
development of a highly skilled, motivated and
effective workforce
– To consistently engage in pro-active behaviours that enhance WALSH Trust, its activities
and the achievement of goals, and the welfare, effectiveness of colleagues
– To identify and prioritise with your Service Manager, professional development goals
that inform professional development plans (including your use of supervision / personal
coaching, in-service and external training…), and actively engage with the Lets Get Real
framework
– To consistently model, in everyday behaviours, WALSH Trust values: courtesy, respect,
integrity and kindness
– To consistently apply WALSH Trust policies and operational procedures in everyday
service delivery and contribute to the on-going development and improvement of these.
– To contribute to the day to day provision, and on-going development of exceptional and
responsive support services, and the achievement of organisational goals.

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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Key Achievement Areas and
Responsibilities
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health and safety
– To consistently adhere to and promote WALSH Trust expectations and obligations in the
development and application of processes and operating procedures that enable WALSH
Trust to comply with Health and Safety obligations, and provide a safe work
environment to staff, clients, contractors and visitors.
– To actively contribute to committed and robust representation by staff in forums such as
the Health and Safety Committee; Quality Forum, Team Meetings, New Staff Welcome…
and the development / implementation of audit / corrective action plans.

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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Key Achievement Areas and
Responsibilities
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a team focused leadership role
– To consult, liaise, meet regularly with the Service Manager, and team members /
colleagues (including DHB clinical staff, and other stakeholders) to support exceptional
collaborative working partnerships that achieve the best possible outcomes.
– To develop / exercise leadership in actively and intentionally contributing to service
effectiveness, and service and person-centred outcomes – that are supported with
evidence.
– To seek and understand / negotiate what your Service Manager expects of you, in order
that you may carry out this role exceptionally well / to the highest possible standard.
– To request / negotiate what you expect of your Service Manager Team to enable you to
carry out your role exceptionally well / to the highest possible standard.
– To be flexible and responsive to dynamic workplace, and changing organisational /
sector demands and priorities
– To promote the aims, objectives and philosophy of WALSH Trust

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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Key Achievement Areas and
Responsibilities
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generic leadership activities that contribute to the
development and overall well-being of WALSH Trust,
and the provision of exceptional services
– To be flexible and responsive to dynamic workplace, and changing organisational / sector
demands and priorities
– To contribute to and support the optimal functioning of WALSH Trust services. In particular, a
culture where evaluation of effectiveness and decision-making is based upon the review and
analysis of collated data.
– To develop and maintain effective, exceptional strategically focussed relationships with key
relevant networks and personnel that will add value to this role and/or the overall
effectiveness of WALSH Trust.
– To consistently model courtesy, respect, integrity, kindness and compassion – and retain a
generous sense of humour!
– To assume the role of mentor / motivator and role model of the service and team within
which you work

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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Key Achievement Areas and
Responsibilities
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carry out duties in a manner that is informed by
current / relevant national strategies, plans and
standards, WALSH Trust policies, procedures,
priorities and values
– To remain familiar with current / relevant national strategies, plans and standards,
WALSH Trust strategic / business plans, policies, procedures and values - and model their
consistent application in the implementation of this job description
– To carry out any actions, tasks or activities that are not inconsistent with this job
description / role, as may be directed or required by the Service Manager

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz

Wellbeing Coach / Lived Experience Practitioner
Expected Outcomes

Signed
/ Agreed:

Outcome 1.1: Attends / leads / contributes to Learning
Sets to review / develop / refine practice .
Contributes to WALSH Trust as a good organisational
citizen and positive representative and advocate
Outcome 3.6: Attends coaching as required by
Service Manager; attends in-service / external
training as required / indicated. Uses annual
and sick leave appropriately and as per
legislative / contractual guidelines.

Outcome 1.2: Shares responsibility with team, members to
actively participate in, and contribute to fora and shared
responsibilities such as Health and Safety Committee /
obligations; Quality Forum, Health and Safety Committee,
audit preparation and the development / implementation of
audit / corrective action plans where requested.

f u t u r e a n d g en er i c

1.0 STRATEGIC

Outcome 1.3: Day to day activities and
provision of services is always consistent with
by WALSH Trust values, policies and
operating procedures.

Thought / figuring out which way to go

Outcome 3.5: A minimum of 70% of staff FTE hours are
committed to activities with people using services. 90%
of people currently using services were referred within
the previous 12 months. Outlook calendar is maintained.

se ng strategic
direc on

Outcome 3.4: In conjunction with the Services
Manager, will have professional development
plan and will be engaged with / supported to
progress through the Let's Get Real
Framework. Attends all training as directed.

Outcome 1.4: Can consistently
provide evidence of strong, positive
engagement with all stakeholders.
Outcome 1.5: Consistently attends and contributes
to team meetings and ensures they are informed
about local, regional and national initiatives /
challenges / priorities / opportunities that may
impact upon WALSH Trust service provision.

crea ng
alignment

planning and
organising
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leading
t a sk s

peo pl e

Outcome 3.3: Assessment (eg. LSP, Kessler 10,
Areas of Concern…) / planning review and
feedback consistently indicates the
achievement of recovery goals and/or
enhanced quality of life and enjoyment.

delivering
results

team
working

Outcome 3.2: All people supported are
provided services that are clearly guided by a
co-designed, outcome focused, regularly
reviewed, clearly articulated, achievable and
relevant support plan.

Outcome 3.1: Job description, and role
expectations are fully and consistently
completed and to a high standard. Legible,
grammatically correct notes of activities,
progress and observation are kept current in
the iCIM database - to within 48 hours.

Outcome 2.1: Supports , contributes to and
models a team focused ethos and practices
that are consistent with WALSH Trust values,
and a commitment to courtesy, respect,
integrity and kindness. Relationships, internal
and external, are also shaped by these.

2.0 INTERPERSONAL

3.0 OPERATIONAL
Ac on / ge ng
things done

building and
sustaining
rela onships

pr esen t a n d spec i f i c

Feeling / emo onal
intelligence

Outcome 2.4: Consistently demonstrates
behaviours that are aligned to WALSH Trust
values – models these and shares responsibility
to ensure the collective effectiveness of the team.

Outcome 2.3: Actively and intentionally contributes to
the sharing of responsibilties across the team, such
as Team Meetings, Quality Forum, Health and Safety
Committee / obligations…

Outcome 2.2: Takes full leave
allocation within a 12-month period
– unless a specific exception is
applied for and approved.

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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The incumbent will have or be able to demonstrate competencies that align
with the shaded areas in the following competency profile for the role.

Lived Experience Of Life Changing Trauma / Poor Wellbeing*
1

2

none

3
personal
awareness /
understanding

4

5

6

7

Family /
whanau
experience

8

9

10

Can demonstrate
12 competencies
listed below

** these might include: mental illness / distress, physical / sexual abuse, violence, loss / grief, humiliation, crime,
migration, homelessness…

•

•

•

Lived experience of life changing mental health and/or
wellbeing challenges, service use, and periods of healing
and embracing recovery , and willingness, ability to share
this with others intentionally and appropriately where this
may enhance engagement and provision of support to a
person.
Life changing experiences that have profoundly impacted
your life / world-view while supporting someone with
mental health and/or wellbeing challenges, service use,
and/or periods of healing and recovery
Demonstrated understanding of the key issues impacting
on people who experience life changing mental health
and/or wellbeing challenges, their carers and family
members and knowledge of local services available to
them

•

A capacity to express empathy - and ability to understand
what you are empathising with

•

Ability to develop / apply lived “expertise”; that is, not just
having lived experience, but what has been learned
through that experience and how it might be applied.

•

A willingness to use emotional understanding and
knowing, as a key informant of the work role

•

A willingness to share experiences / parts of a personal
story appropriately and effectively in a work role, to the
benefit of others

•

Ability to convey and/ or inspire hope and possibility –
modelling same

•

Ability to understand the role and impact of trauma, and
to listen and respond with sensitivity, compassion and
insight

•

An understanding of your life “beyond” the experience of
life changing mental health and/or wellbeing challenges
(i.e.. this does not define you)

•

Good communication skills and willingness to further
develop skills in this area

•

Ability to work independently and as an effective team
member

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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The incumbent will have or develop competencies that align with the
shaded areas in the following competency profile for the role.

Personal Attributes
may be
developed

desirable

essential

Highly motivated
Ability to be flexible and respond to unexpected priorities
Commitment to work with diverse communities
Ability to work and deliver outcomes with minimum supervision
Experience of health / social service sectors

Skills
may be
developed

desirable

essential

Ability to build effective sustainable and productive relationships
Excellent written and verbal communication skills
Excellent organisational skills – ability to plan and prioritise work
to meet agreed deadlines
Methodical approach to tasks and completion
Computer literate, including a good working knowledge of
Microsoft Office (Word, Excel and Outlook)

WALSH trust
inspiring change, transforming lives

.org.nz
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The incumbent will have or develop competencies that align with the
shaded areas in the following competency profile for the role.
Educational Qualifications
1

2

3

Nil

SC

UE

4

5

6

NZC

7

8

Diploma

Bachelors
Degree

9

10
Post -Grad

Functional Experience – Service Provision / Quality Initiatives
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

10

desirable

essential

Staff Management Experience
1

2

3

4

Nil

5

6

7

8

9

desirable

10+
essential

Relationship Management Experience
1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

9

desirable

10
essential

Sector Experience
1

2

3

4

5
desirable

6

7

8

9

10
essential

WALSH trust
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